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1Poverty defined as living on less than $1 dollars (1993 PPP) a day.  Source: Chen and Ravallion (2004).



Poverty is mostly a rural phenomenon

• Over 70 percent of the world’s poor reside in 
rural areas

• In African countries, typically more than
80 percent of the poor are rural

Agriculture is the sector in which most of the 
poor derive their livelihood—and it produces 
the staples that are important for their nutrition



National share of agric.-specialized 
households declines with per capita income



Agriculture specialized households  
are also disproportionately poor



Protection in OECD – Agriculture dominates; 
NTBs matter; subsidies less so

Overall Trade Restrictiveness Index



Beyond market access for goods
• Services matter

– Mode 1 – lock-in existing openness
– Mode 3 – key area for reciprocity
– Mode 4 – major source of potential gains 

(greater than opening up goods markets)
• But, complex – what are regulatory 

preconditions? 
• WTO rules … regionalism, antidumping …



Channels through which trade 
reform affects poverty

• Pass-through of changed border prices 
• Structure of protection
• Net producer or net consumer?
• Wage incomes for unskilled (distribution)
• Impacts on ancillary markets and services
• Transfers — impact on gov’t revenue



Ethiopia and global trade reform
• Exports matter: households with > 20% of income from 

exportables have 13% lower probability of being poor 
• Exports = $600 million, or $10 per capita → even a 

doubling  of exports has small poverty impact 
• Poorest households insulated from trade shocks:     

> 50% of household budget is from subsistence
• Pass through is low: a 10% price change is only 2% at 

farm gate → low supply responses to trade shocks 
• Low agricultural productivity → increases in supply 

implies higher production costs, reducing net benefits



Higher cotton prices in Zambia post Doha

• Compare subsistence farmers 
with same characteristics as 
cotton growers; What are gains 
from switching to cotton?

→ Higher cotton prices add only 
1%

→ Improved extension services 
boost productivity by 8.4% 

→ Switch boosts income 20%
→ Nutritional status of children 

improves – other MDGs
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Trade only part of solution: Productivity impact of 
a 10 percent increase in yields
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Summing up: Complementary 
policies critical 

• Infrastructure, extension services, education
• Access to credit—if poor cannot borrow, lack 

information etc. → underutilization of 
potential trade opportunities

• Important links to domestic services policy 
agenda and international assistance



Special and Differential Treatment

• Preferences:  have not been a major pro-
development tool
– Exclusions, origin rules, etc.

• Discrimination between countries
• Benefits of SDT on WTO rules also 

debatable
• Assistance: “promises, promises …”

• So, how to make SDT more effective?



Operationalizing “policy space”
• Beyond exceptions – help achieve development 

objectives through constructive engagement
• Substantive consultations —transparency, 

information on effects/impacts 
• Increases accountability
• Help create national mechanisms to consider 

trade policy and needs
• Link to financial support—are there non-trade 

policies that are more efficient?



An Aid for Trade Mechanism 
• Complementary reforms and investments needed 

to address supply constraints
• Plus: 

– Impact of preference erosion 
– Possible price increases for net food importers
– Loss of fiscal revenue 

• Some of these needs are transitional, due to a 
shock, others are general (not Doha specific)

• Political economy of adjustment in OECD



Aid for Trade Principles
• Funding must be aligned with country priorities 

and capacities
• Enhanced Integrated Framework to determine 

trade-related priorities (> LDCs)
– Embed in PRSP or similar national instrument

• Open questions:
– Dedicated funding (a fund?)
– Address adjustment costs?
– Address “spillover costs”—preference erosion?



SPS/TBT and A4T

• Focus on compliance costs and identification of 
“least-cost” technologies

• Requires analysis – takes time
• Possible approach – a monitoring-cum-enabling 

mechanism
– “Fast track, one stop” approaches to solving 

problems for exporters
– Coupled with aid for trade – focused on least-cost 

solutions



Conclusion
• Make WTO more supportive of development:

– Deep global liberalization will help attain MDGs
– End reverse SDT for rich countries
– Better SDT for poor nations – ‘enabling mechanism’
– MFN is key – shift away from “trade as aid”

• Focus more on the politics of trade policy
– Aid for trade for supply side and adjustment
– Credible adjustment mechanisms in North and South
– Greater engagement/support of private sector needed
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